PROVEN - COST EFFECTIVE
Method of Managing Cane Residue
Introducing the Sunco Trash Tiger Row Cleaner
“the Environmentally Friendly alternative to Burning”

Step 1
Remove shucks and trash after harvest using the Sunco Trash Tiger with exclusive Saber Tooth Trash discs. The front discs pick trash out of the stubble and the rear discs move it to the furrows.

Step 2
Nature takes over. Instead of residue going into the air as smoke, the residue turns into valuable compost.

Step 3
When working rows in the spring, the compost is returned to the soil from the furrow as nutrient, where it can be used by the plants during the growing season.

Features That Will Give Years of Dependable Service
- Heavy duty tandem gauge wheels allow for smooth operation across drains
- Heavy duty shocks on row units insure smooth operation and consistent trash removal
- 22 inch Saber Tooth discs pick trash from the bed without disturbing cane stubble or choking.
- Rear disc assembly moves trash to the center of the furrow
- Adjustable steel row unit gauge wheels keep discs at a constant height and allows for operation up to 6 MPH with no stock damage to the wheels

Why the Trash Tiger Works in Heavy Residue without Choking:
- Disc concavity allows for positive rotation and flows trash off the bed.
- Teeth point down to release trash in the furrow.
- Disc separation prevents competition for trash and shucks.